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Introduction

Content

The planning process for Baltic University Programme activities in the
coming years starts on March 31 – April 1 with a preparatory conference
here in Uppsala. This conference is organized for BUP contact persons at
universities, and already today more than 70 participants have registered, representing 14 countries and about 50 universities. Later this
year, on 22-24 October, rectors and vice-chancellors will convene for a
conference at Uppsala University Campus Gotland in Visby to set the directions and the organizational model for BUP in the coming years. We
ask all rectors to mark October 22—24, 2014 and Gotland in their calendars!

This spring we again offer activities for teachers, PhD-students and students in the network. The traditional BUP students’ conference will take
place on April 23-27, in Rogów, Poland. This year the theme of the con Baltic University Students Stateference is Green Economy and Greening Universities – Students in Acment
tion. There will be presentations, workshops and an Oxford debate, or in
 Teachers Letter
our context a Baltic debate, during which students will be able to train
their argumentation skills.
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In May we have two courses which are organized backto-back: A course for PhD-students on ecophilosophies
May 11-18 at the Hel Marine Station, followed by a BUP
Teachers’ course on board the sailing ship STS Fryderyk
Chopin May 17-24. The first course, Ecophilosophy to
Change the World?, is organized in cooperation with
CSD Uppsala. There will be one day where both courses
meet, as Fryderyk Chopin on May 17 will call at the Hel
Marine Station on its way to Gotland. It will be possible
to take part in both courses. From Hel Marine Station
Fryderyk Chopin will continue with a group of teachers
on board for a one weeks’ course on sustainability science and education for and about sustainability. After
the great success last year we feel encouraged to repeat this sailing course for a new group of teachers. And
in summer we again have the SAIL-course for students,
this year from August 18 – September 1.

The Hel Lighthouse
CC Photo: DerHexer.

The wider Baltic Sea Region is again facing a time of
change, and we all follow the situation in Ukraine with great concern.
The students want to act, and so six present and former students’ members of the BUP international board have published a declaration – you
are welcome to read and join this initiative on page 3.
Paula Lindroos
Director
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Upcoming Events
2014
March
31—1/4
BUP Preparatory Meeting for the 4th Rectors’ Conference, Uppsala, Sweden
April
2
BUP Centre Directors Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
23—27
BUP Students’ Conference, Rogów, Poland
May
11—17
Ecophilosophy to change the world?
PhD-course with CEFO/CSD Uppsala, Gdansk, Poland
17—24
SAIL for Teachers, Baltic Sea

3—6

June
BUP Students’ Conference, Turku, Finland

August
18 — 1/9 SAIL for Students, Baltic Sea

October
22—24
Rectors’ Conference, Visby Sweden

Note: The dates for the events may change.
For further and latest information on upcoming events please see the BUP Calendar and
List of Events.
Programmes, presentations and other materials from earlier BUP events are possible to
download from the Presentations section of the web site.
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Baltic University Students Statement
In response to the recent developments in Ukraine, Baltic University
Students stress that the only viable
way forward in the region is through
unity.
As students of the Baltic Sea region,
we are dedicated to reaching the
dreams of a common sustainable
future. We are gravely concerned
about the escalating conflict in
Ukraine, which is a great threat to
peace and prosperity in the region. The only viable way forward in an interconnected world is
through unity.
We therefore stress the following points:
1)

We are strongly against the use of any violence in the conflict.

2)

We stand for the democratic values – transparency of governance and respect of human
rights with special attention given to the ethnic minorities.

3)

We need focused international cooperation to overcome common critical challenges in
order to reach a more peaceful and sustainable future.

Our region has a long history – it taught us that we can never take peace for granted. What
is happening now makes it clear how fragile the dream of a shared future is.
Hence, only by staying together as a region, we have the power to transform the vision of a
sustainable and diverse future into reality.

You can support the statement by signing it here: https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/
Leaders_of_the_Baltic_Sea_region_Call_for_unity_in_the_Baltic_Sea_region

Initiators of the statement:
Caroline Norman, Sweden (student representative 2012–present)
Marek Szponik, Poland (student representative 2013–present)
Kirill Zinin, Estonia (student representative 2012–13)
Anna Ruban, Ukraine (student, project assistant BUP secretariat 2011–2012)
Pontus Ambros, Sweden (student representative 2010–12)
Jakob Grandin, Sweden (student representative 2006–08; project assistant at BUP secretariat
2009–2010)
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Dear Students, Teachers and Researchers in the
Baltic University Programme
The events in Ukraine over the last few months and especially the last week have made us all
very concerned, not so say scared, over possible future developments of the Baltic Sea region. As it touches us more than anywhere else, especially considering our common troublesome history, we need to reflect, discuss and defend the common ground we have built over
more than 20 years together. It is now threatened.
The backbone of the Baltic University Programme is cooperation rather than conflict, friends
rather than foes, joining forces for a better future rather than destroying it. It is important
that we in the midst of events keep up the good and viable contacts we have with each other.
The letter from a group of students, encouraging us to solve the problems together is in this
spirit.
As university people we should all have the competence to critically evaluate what we are
told. Let us use these skills also when we look at all conflicting reports of the events. The saying “truth is the first victim of war” seems to be more relevant than ever. Some media seem
to specialise in fabricating reports, which are advantageous for their owners. Do not let your
political leaders decide what is true. Try to find out yourself by using many sources and good
analytical thinking. By agreeing on what actually is going on we are already half the way to a
constructive dialogue.
Democracy is one of the lead values in the Baltic University Programme. Basic principles of
democracy were violated by the former Ukrainian regime by grand scale corruption. Sorry to
say the regime of the Russian Federation is not better. Democratic principles are also violated
by not respecting the rule of law. This is apparently happening now in Crimea. It is scaring to
see thousands of Russian soldiers – anonymously! – occupying the territory. We should protest against this, rather than being silent bystanders. We do not want a future of military aggression or even worse - war. Quoting Desmond Tutu:
If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor. If an
elephant has its foot on the tail of a mouse and you say that you are neutral, the mouse will
not appreciate your neutrality.
The aspect of ethnic conflict, especially in Majdan, is as far as we can judge heavily exaggerated. Demonstrators underline again and again that they fight for a society where human
rights and democratic values are respected. Not a society with certain groups or ethnic backgrounds. The conflict has not been, and is not, a conflict between different groups in Ukraine
– it is a conflict between power holders and the civil society. Let us as members of the academic community and thus the civil society join the forces for a future where human rights
and democratic values are respected.

Lars Rydén
Paula Lindroos
Maria Hejna
Christian Andersson
Baltic University Programme Secretariat, Uppsala University
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Network News
Preparatory Meeting for the 4th Rectors’ Conference and
Planning for 2014 - 2020
This meeting is a preparatory meeting for the BUP Rectors’
Meeting that will take place in Visby, Sweden in October. At
this meeting in Uppsala also the plans for BUP in the years
2014—2020 will outlined. Venue for the meeting is Uppsala
University Main Building. For more information on this meeting please see the Programme and also the BUP web site.

SAIL 2014
The SAIL course is a summer course at Uppsala University.
This course includes a 14-day cruise onboard the Polish sailing
ship STS Fryderyk Chopin. You will depart from Gdynia on
18th August 2014 and end the cruise in Szczecin on 1st September 2014. During the cruise you will visit several ports at
the Baltic Sea.
Students may apply for this course at the web sites
www.universityadmissions.se or www.antagning.se. Deadline
for applications is 17 March 2014
Teachers for this course may send applications to Maria Hejna at the BUP secretariat no later
than 10th March 2014
SAIL for Teachers is a one week course between 17—24 May 2014 for BUP teachers
onboard the STS Fryderyk Chopin. The course and cruise starts and ends in Gdyna, Poland
and stops at Hel and Visby. Last application date is the 14th April 2014.
For more information on these events see the BUP web site.

Green Economy and Greening University:
Students in Action
The Baltic University Programme will also this spring arrange a Students' Conference. We
have the pleasure to welcome all students who have studied any of our courses, as well as
students coming from the universities that signed the inter-university agreement with the
Baltic University Programme, to apply for participation in the conference. The theme of this
year’s conference is: Green economy and greening university: Students in Action. The conference will take the 23—27 April in Rogów, Poland.
For more information see the BUP web site.
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Baltic Sea, Baltic Growth, Baltic Environment
By Yaroslav Bezyk
Four days of the Baltic University Programme International Students Conference and 4th
Annual Forum of the European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region "Baltic Sea, Baltic
Growth, Baltic Environment" (Vilnius, Lithuania, 10-13 November 2013) were held in an
atmosphere of dialogue and friendly discussions.
The Students’ conference was arranged in the framework of cooperation between the Baltic
University Programme secretariat at Uppsala University, Sweden and Baltic University
Programme Center at Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania. Forty participants represented 24 universities and 11 countries of the Baltic Sea Region. The meeting which took
place in Vilnius was attended by four representatives of the three Ukrainian cities – Lviv,
Chernihiv and Bila Tserkva.
The Forum focused on the problems of the Baltic Sea region and finding ways to meet environmental requirements, promote economic growth, competitiveness and job creation (more
about the 4th Annual Forum of the EUSBSR).
The Students’ conference was opened by Director of BUP, Dr. Paula Lindroos who emphasized
in particular the importance of the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region. The participants
were welcomed by the BUP Lithuania Center director, Professor Linas Kliucininkas, Kaunas
University of Technology, who presented an overview of the current situation of sustainable
development in the Baltic Sea Region and Lithuania in particular. All participants had the opportunity to meet each other and present their university and country.
The second part of the first day of the conference was to prepare students for participation in
the forum. All participants were divided into groups to achieve this aim. The groups were international, which greatly increased the interest of the students and helped them to improve
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the English language skills. The groups prepared declarations that indicate the major problems of the Baltic Sea Region and visions of solutions.
After that the students joined the main group conference. The forum participants were welcomed by the President of the Republic of Lithuania Dalia Grybauskaitė. She stressed the importance of open discussions "How can the Baltic Sea region become a world-class model of
sustainable growth?" to build a more secure and prosperous lives of Europeans.
The students had the unique opportunity to meet EU Commissioner for Regional Policy Johannes Hahn. At the end of the meeting the BUP students gave the EU Commissioner their own
declaration signed by them, which expressed deep concern about the problems of the Baltic
Sea region and confirmed their willingness to participate actively in the process of creating a
sustainable development.
The politicians of different countries and members of the European Parliament presented reports on the environment and measures for its improvement and cooperation, energy efficiency and mutual cooperation, securing energy supply in the Baltic Sea region.
On the second day of the forum everyone could take part in exciting workshops. For example,
at the seminar "When Baltic business meets the environment" officials disclosed the nature
and business approaches to the use of renewable energy sources, and gave examples of effective mechanisms to harmonize these approaches and ensuring equal conditions for EU internal energy market.
Another feature of these seminars was that the organizers decided the theme of the next forum in advance and even wrote a program for it that allowed the participants to focus on the
problems which are interesting for them. That is why the last speaker was Alexi Randell, the
Mayor of the Finnish city of Turku, which will host the next Annual Meeting, 2 - 6 June 2014.
During the forum the "Village Project" was presented, which had been formed by various organizations, institutions and groups of experts. Here one could find useful information, some
publications, brochures with details about upcoming conferences and projects in the region
meet and chat with members of event.
In evening we were able to walk around Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania. Vilnius is an extremely charming city, where history and modernity merges in a single entity.
The last day of our international meeting was devoted to discussing and summarizing of the
forum. In the format of discussion we shared experience and discussed the current problems
of sustainable development, focusing on strengthening cooperation. Each participant received
a certificate.
I would like to add that the conference was held in a friendly atmosphere. Due to the fact that
in the basis of dialogue between students and organizers laid practical aspects, the discussion
was lively and the substantive, students were free to express their position and ask specific
questions. Acquaintance with these students and teachers impressed me and showed how
these people are simple and honest in communication. In general I am very glad that we
spent these days together! I think that we (the BUP participants ), were the best team of this
event. I want to thank everybody and I definitely believe that one day we will meet again.
In conclusion I would like to share with you how I got the opportunity to take part in this important event. Each student of Ukrainian National Forestry University, who finished the course
"Sustainable Baltic Region", which is taught at the Department of Environmental Economics at
the Institute for Ecological Economics, no matter on which faculty he or she study, has the
opportunity to participate in the competition. According to the results the winners get the opBaltic University Programme, CSD Uppsala, Villavägen 16, SE-752 36 Uppsala, Sweden
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portunity to represent our university on the BUP International Students' Conference (for more
information, see. IEE website.
Some may think this is too hard? However, I think that desire is the driver. This task can be
done, you just have to believe in our own strength! I learned that by myself.

P. S. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the organizers of the conference Paula
Lindroos, Lyudmyla Babak, Maria B. Hejna, Iryna Kriba for the invitation and organization of
life in Lithuania. Special thanks to the Director of the Institute for Ecological Economics Associate Professor Lyudmyla Maksymiv, Associate Professor Lyudmyla Zahvoyska and Associate
Professor Igor Soloviy, who gave the information about the conference, provided useful advices for participation and helped to organize the trip. Thank you for a fabulous time in Vilnius!
Yaroslav Bezyk,
Student of master's program
“Environment and Natural Resource Economics”,
Institute for Ecological Economics,
Ukrainian National Forestry University

Students meeting with EU Commissioner for Regional Policy Johannes Hahn
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Open Letter

School University Cooperation
Dear BUP colleagues,
Several of the universities in the BUP network have cooperation
agreements with secondary schools. Most often such cooperation includes visits by the school classes to the universities, to inspire them
in their studies, and vice versa that some university teachers visit the
schools to lecture. A main benefit for the university is that good students are attracted. I have myself visited quite many schools in the
region is this way. Today these kinds of cooperative schemes have
become part of the efforts to introduce Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) widely all over the world.
With this letter I want to offer you to join a school program, the LifeLink Friendship-Schools Action Program, which fits well into these
activities. Life Link developed very much in parallel with BUP and during the same years, and
it has cooperated with the Baltic University in many ways.
The ethics of Life Link is to promote responsibility for Myself (Health, Human Responsibilities
and Human Rights); for Others (Conflict resolution and Constructive collaboration); and for
Nature (Environmental protection and sustainable development). The website of Life Link has
at present close to 60 actions in three interrelated groups: environmental (e.g. waste management or water use), social (e.g. community service) and personal (e.g. healthy food). Actions that may be easy to start with include e.g. Water (3.08 Water for Life) or a Clean Up
action (3:03 Clean Up the World Campaign, or an RRR action (3:05 Reduce-Reuse-Recycle).
The manual typically provides guidelines for a lesson and activity during one or few hours.
The practices can take place in the classroom, in school gardens, or in connection with the
community or through youth clubs. Although the actions are designed for a two-hour period,
some can be done in one hour only or extended to several days.
School teachers who want supporting material are welcome to use the Baltic University books
films etc, which are all available on the BUP website.
Since 2000, nearly 4,500 actions have been registered on the program website, coming from
over 700 schools in 80 countries. It is estimated that approximately 25,000 students, 2,000
teachers, 10,000 parents and an unknown number of community experts are involved in the
practice each year. As an example in Uppsala region, Sweden, approximately 75 schools perform an annual three-hour Clean Up campaign in May. This activity is integrated within the
schools’ curriculum (e.g., Biology, Social Studies and Physical Education) and participating
schools are recognized with certificated by both Life-Link and the local community organizations.
Since 2007 Life Link is affiliated with UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network (ASPNet)
and since 2009 recommended by the ESD lead agency at UNESCO Hq in Paris, and connected
to the UN Water for Life Decade 2005-2015.
Any questions regarding how Life Link operates are welcome and I will forward to the
Secretariat of the Programme or you send it directly to them.
Lars Rydén
Former BUP Director, Professor
Centre for Sustainable Development
Uppsala University
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A Project That Lived On
By Peter Ambros

During the spring semester 2012 I took part in the course Sustainable Development Project Management and Communication, given by
CEMUS in Uppsala. The course project, also described in the BUP
Newsletter No 30, June 2012, aimed to collect and transfer excess
care facilitation equipment from Swedish donors to a small scale
Latvian elderly care institution. The project reached its goals already
in conclusion of the course, in the summer of 2012.
Then happened something: The project lived on.
In December last year, I carried out the fifth delivery with equipment
to Latvia. So far the project scheme, has delivered hospital beds,
mobile elevators, bed-linens, bathroom and hygiene equipment,
crutches and walkers, and a lot more, way beyond the predicted
amounts. The project has also received notes in Latvian media.

First shipment of hospital beds to Latvia

In conclusion, it is really great to see that a course project, with a
limited goal, can develop into a scheme that continues to produce, as
in this case, where donations has kept coming in.
The benefits for the environment, along with advantages for the
receivers has been my joy. Now I am now looking for new ideas on
how to develop the concept so if anyone wants to contribute or has
feed-back, please contact me at peter_unitedoceans (at) hotmail.com.
Portable elevator received in Ergli old folks
home last fall. The director the old folks
home and Peter Ambros.

RCE at CEMUS / CSD Uppsala
On the RCE (Regional Centre of Expertise) web site you may
read ”An RCE is a network of existing formal, non-formal and
informal education organisations, mobilised to deliver education for sustainable development (ESD) to local and regional
communities. A network of RCEs worldwide will constitute the
Global Learning Space for Sustainable Development. RCEs aspire to achieve the goals of the UN Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development (DESD, 2005-2014), by translating
its global objectives into the context of the local communities
in which they operate.”
CEMUS at the Uppsala Centre for Sustainable Development is now one such centre.
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Sustainability Science

Book review

Sustainability Science
Cambridge University Press 2013, 590 pp
Bert J.M. de Vries

Sustainability Science by Bert de Vries is, as far as I know, the first
comprehensive book on the new science of sustainability. It is an enormous task to write such a book. After all sustainability is a systems science which in principle can, and often may, include “everything”. Of
course it is not quite possible to include this “everything”, but de Vries
is not very far from it. The content is very broad and reference to philosophy, history, geography, social and economic sciences, physics,
chemistry, biology and mathematics are all found. The breadth is impressive and inspiring.
The background to the book is a master level course which has been offered for many years
by the author at Utrecht University in the Netherlands where he is a professor. His background is in physics and it is seen. All concepts introduced have a rather extensive mathematical treatment. In some contexts this is entirely essential, especially for building of models
and systems dynamics. In other cases it may not be quite so necessary, but of course valuable for the insiders. And the mathematics is carefully introduced in a way to make it palatable
and useful also for non-mathematicians.
Basic and methodological chapters treat e.g. models, systems dynamics, definitions and indicators, energy fundamentals, resources flows. The increased concern for sustainable development is backed by the history of the last 300 years of world development, called the Great
Acceleration. The resource (planetary if you wish) part is treated in chapters such as Land
and Nature, Human Population, Water Fish and Forest, the Agro-Food System and the Industrial Economy.
Interspersed in the chapters are many good stories, both in boxes and in the main text, with
interesting discussions around questions such as complexity and systems, normal and post
normal science, science and society, and the role of values and epistemology, of culture, life
and destiny. Many citations of thinkers who have been dealing with these rather philosophical
issues are making the reading inspiring, readable and interesting. Sustainability Science is
highly recommended for everyone who wants to deal with the issues of sustainability.

Lars Rydén
Uppsala University
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Other News
XVII Summer Academy Challenges of
Sustainable Development
The course consists of two phases: 2-stage e-learning course
and Summer Academy that takes place near Krakow, southern
Poland. Participation in the e-learning phase is open to applicants from anywhere in the world. Participation in the Summer
Academy will be open to selected participants that proved the
best alumni of the e-learning course and are residents of Central Eastern Europe and Baltic
Sea Basin region. Participation in both the e-learning and the Academy is free of charge
(Sendzimir Foundation covers all the related costs except travel to Krakow).
For more information and application form please see the Sendzimir web site. Deadline for
applications: 6th of March 2014.

International Conference & Young Scientists School
Paleolimnology of Northern Eurasia (Paleossia)
21 - 25 September 2014
Petrozavodsk, Russia
Registration via internet: http://karelika.ru/en/conference/
paleolimnortheurussia/
For more information see the Second Circular.

Nordic Ecology
Outdoor studies in Nordic Ecosystems
The course includes following parts:
Alpine Ecology A 7.5 credits
Boreal Forest Ecology A 7.5 credits
Aquatic Ecosystems in Nordic Countries A 7.5 credits
Sustainability in Nordic Ecosystems A 7.5 credits
Prerequisites: General eligibility for university studies
Weeks: 35 - 03
Apply: Contact the International Office at your University
Information: www.hig.se/english (University of Gävle, Sweden)
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Sustainable Development News
Honeybees in Distress
Honeybees and indeed other pollination insect have been in decline for
several years. This decline is threatening crops all over Europe including
crops for biofuel. The reason for this decline is not known and both pesticides, diseases and exhausts from traffic have been blamed.
Read more:
Honeybee shortage threatens crop pollination in Europe, BBC Science & Environment
Breeze TD, Vaissière BE, Bommarco R, Petanidou T, Seraphides N, et al. (2014) Agricultural Policies Exacerbate Honeybee Pollination Service Supply-Demand Mismatches
Across Europe. PLoS ONE 9(1): e82996. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082996

NASA Global Maps
NASA has published a number of animated maps on global observations
from their satellites. The maps include Global annual variations in chlorophyll, Wild fires, Land surface temperature, Land surface temperature
anomaly and many more
The maps are found at NASA Earth Observatory/Global Maps.

Jet Set
That climate change is supposed to develop slowly is pointed out in the
article “Jet set. Is polar warming to blame for America’s and Britain’s bad
winter weather?” in the journal The Economist. The possibility that this
winter’s unusually cold and long cold spell in America and wet and windy
weather in western Europe has a connection with climate change is discussed. It shows that the jet stream, a strong high altitude persistent
west to east wind, may set the weather pattern and that the jet stream
is influenced by the global warming..

Food Resilience Decline
A recent article in the journal PNAS shows that the diversity of food crops has declined during the last
50 years. The authors are worried that this decline may influence global
food resilience. Soybean, sunflower and palm oil have become more important crops during these years while crops like cassava, sweet potatoes, millet and sorghum now are less important.
Read more:
Colin K. Khoury, Anne D. Bjorkman, Hannes Dempewolf, Julian Ramirez-Villegas, Luigi
Guarino, Andy Jarvis, Loren H. Rieseberg, and Paul C. Struik
Increasing homogeneity in global food supplies and the implications for food security
PNAS 2014 : 1313490111v1-201313490.
Crop diversity decline 'threatens food security'. By Mark Kinver, BBC News.
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Subscribe and Unsubscribe
The BUP Newsletter publishes materials on the BUP, BUP activities and on sustainable
development in the Baltic Sea Region. The newsletter is published four times per year and
distributed by e-mail through the BUP mailing-list.

How to subscribe or unsubscribe to the BUP Newsletter
If you want to unsubscribe from the BUP mailing-list you may send an e-mail to:
sympa@lists.uu.se.
In the subject line you write: SIGNOFF balticuniversity.
To subscribe you instead write SIGNON balticuniversity in the subject line.
Or, better, if you want to subscribe or unsubscribe to the mailing-list send an e-mail to the
editor.

After Words
This newsletter has now been assigned an ISSN number. It means that a copy of this and any
forthcoming issues has to be sent to major Sweden university libraries where they will be
catalogued and stored for ever.
Next issue of the newsletter is planned for late May or early June.
Your contribution is as always welcome.

Have a nice spring,
Christian Andersson
Editor
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